We will consider a five-zero texture non-Fritzsch like quark mass matrices that is completely valid and generates all the physical quantities involved, including the quark masses, the Jarlskog invariant quantity and the inner angles of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa unitarity triangle, and explaining the charge parity violation phenomenon at 1σ confidence level. To achieve this, non-physical phases must be included in the unitary matrices used to diagonalize the quark mass matrices, in order to put the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix in standard form. Besides, these phases can be rotated away so they do not have any physical meaning. Thus, the model has a total of nine parameters to reproduce ten physical quantities, which implies physical relationships between the quark masses and/or mixings.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the Standard Model (SM), the quark mass matrices are introduced into the Lagrangian by means of Higgsfermion couplings
(1.1)
Here, the three-dimensional complex quark mass matrices M u and M d are arbitrary, and contain 36 real parameters, which are larger than the ten physical observables to describe: six quark masses, three flavor mixing angles and one charge parity (CP) violating phase. However, models like the SM or its extensions, where the right-handed fields are SU (2) singlets, it is always possible to choose a suitable basis for the right-handed quarks by using the unitary matrix coming from the polar decomposition theorem of matrix algebra, such that the resultant up-and down-type mass matrices become hermitian. For this reason, without losing generality, the quark mass matrices M u and M d can be assumed to be hermitian [11, 13, 16, 19, 22, 28, 32] .
Another consequence for models like the SM is that one has the freedom to make a unitary transformation for left-and right-handed quarks under which the gauge currents are invariant, and as a result the mass matrices transform to new equivalent mass matrix pictures. It consists basically of a common unitary transformation applied to M u and M d known as a "Weak Basis" (WB) Transformation [1, 11, 33, 36] , as follows
where U is an arbitrary unitary matrix which preserves the hermiticity of the mass matrices, Eqs. (1.2), and leaves the physics invariant, including the CabibboKobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix. Additionally, an important result established by me [16, 18] is that the WB transformations not only generates new equivalent mas matrix pictures but also these transformations are "complete" in the sense that any physical viable mass matrices can be derived from specific quark mass matrices. So WB transformations have been used in quark mass matrices to obtain either non-physical zero textures [1] or physical zero textures by using experimental data [16] .
Fritzsch six-zero textures
The hermiticity of quark mass matrices M u and M d brings down the number of free parameters from 36 to 18, which however, is still a large number compared to the number of observables. With the idea of reduce the number of free parameters Weinberg and Fritzsch [9, 10, 30] initiated the idea of texture specific mass matrices which on the one hand can result in selfconsistent and experimentally-favored relations between quark masses and flavor mixing parameters, while on the other hand, the discrete flavor symmetries hidden in such mass matrix textures might finally provide useful hints towards the dynamics of quark mass generation and CP violation in a more fundamental theoretical framework. To define the various texture specific cases, we present the typical Fritzsch-like texture hermitian quark mass matrices with six-zero textures [10] , e.g.,
where both matrices have the up-down parallelism and each one is a three-zero texture type. This Fritzsch ansätze were ruled out because of the large value of 't' quark mass, such that the predicted |V cb | is far off from the experimental data [7, 19] . Additionally, the predicted magnitude of |V ub /V cb | = m u /m c is too low (V ub /V cb ≈ 0.05 or smaller for reasonable values of the quark masses m u and m c [13] ) to agree with the actual experimental result (|V ub /V cb | ex ≈ 0.09 [24] ).
As a result, the next case to be considered is the fivezero textures, which has been extensively studied by researchers, but results have been mixed.
Five-zero textures
In recent papers, several authors have explored the five-zero texture quark mass matrices [1, 6, 8, 19, 22, 23, 25, 26, 28, 29] . A general conclusion given by them is that five-zero textures are not viable models or they have a limited viability. However, numerical examples showing the viability of the model are given by me in paper [16] , where its validity is checked by adding nonphysical phases to the diagonalization matrices [17] . This paper is organized as follows: in Sect. II we give the recent experimental data for quark masses and mixing angles, we stablish the initial quark mass matrices for the SM, and we give a better justification to assume only a negative eigenvalue in each quark mass matrix. So in Sect. III we explore all possible three-zero textures in each quark mass matrix, such that using the WB transformation we obtain numerical five-zero texture non-Fritzsch like quark mass matrices. A first analytical study for a five-zero texture will be carried out in Sect. IV, and our conclusions are presented in Sect. V. An appendix at the end improves the mathematical tools used.
II. DATA AND INITIAL CONDITIONS
Before getting numerical five-zero textures for quark mass matrices, we need to give the recent experimental data, like quark masses and CKM mixing angles. We need to give the initial quark mass matrices on which the WB transformation is applied. And we give a brief reasoning about to assuming only a negative eigenvalue in each quark mass matrix, in order to simplify calculations without losing generality.
A. Quark masses and CKM
The observed CKM matrix parameters |V ij | are given at µ = m Z , because of that, we summarize quark masses (in MeV units) at µ = m Z [13, 24, 34, 35] . The CKM mixing matrix [3, 21, 24 ] is a 3 × 3 unitary matrix, which can be parametrized by three mixing angles and the CP-violating Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) phase [21] .
Usually it has the following standard choice [5] 
exhibits the experimental hierarchy s13 ≪ s23 ≪ s12 ≪ 1. The small range allowed for some of the CKM elements due to the unitarity of the three generation CKM matrix, permits to fit, using the method of Refs. [2, 20, 31] , the Wolfenstein parameters defined in Eq. and the Jarlskog invariant is J = 3.06
B. The initial quark mass matrices
In the quark-family basis, it is more convenient to use either
as the initial general quark mass matrix bases [1, 13, [16] [17] [18] ; where V is the CKM mixing matrix, and the quark mass eigenvalues |λ iq | (i = 1, 2, 3) for up-(q = u) and down-(q = d) satisfy
Thus, λ iq may be either positive or negative and obey the hierarchy
The bases (2.8a) or (2.8b) are identified as the diagonalup (quark) basis or the diagonal-down basis mass matrix [16] , respectively. They are obtained performing a WB transformation on the general quark mass matrix bases [17, 18] .
C. A negative quark mass eigenvalue
Based on the completeness of WB transformations [16, 18] , it permits us to use the diagonal-up basis (2.8a) (or the diagonal-down basis (2.8b)) as the starting matrices to generate any one of quark mass matrix pictures. If there are zero textures in quark mass matrices, this transformation is able to find them. Since some zero textures must be located on the diagonal entries of hermitian up-and down-quark mass matrices, it implies that at least one and at most two of their eigenvalues be negative [1] . Furthermore, for the case of two negative eigenvalues, these mass matrices can be reduced to have only one, by adding a minus sign to the mass matrix basis (2.8a) (or (2.8b)) as follows:
and implementing the WB transformations for the terms in parenthesis. Thus, zero textures in models can be deduced by assuming that each quark mass matrix M u and M d contains exactly one negative eigenvalue [16] , i.e., λ iq < 0 (i = 1, 2 or 3) and λ jq > 0 for j = i. (2.11) Thus, we can assume without loss of generality that each quark mass matrix contains only one negative eigenvalue. And the minus sign in masses can be removed later by redefining the right-handed field singlets.
III. NUMERICAL FIVE-ZERO TEXTURES
It is important to say that realistic quark mass matrix may contain at most three-zero textures in their matrix elements. Furthermore, we have only two realistic type of patterns depending how the three-zero textures are distributed in the mass matrix entries. In one case we have a matrix with two zeros on its diagonal (two-zero diagonal pattern) and the other one is a matrix with one zero on its diagonal (one-zero diagonal pattern), as they are indicated in each column of Table I . From which you can observe that making WB transformations using the permutation matrices p, we obtain all the possible viable cases for each pattern. It is important to emphasize that no more viable configurations with three zeros are possible to obtain. Hence, Table I summarizes all the viable three-zero texture for up-and down-quark mass matrices. These patterns are general and the phases are not necessary to be included, as will be shown below when the initial bases (2.8) be used. Let us study each pattern.
. One-and two-zero diagonal pattern. The phases are not necessary to be included.
A. Two-zero diagonal pattern
In what follows, we work the diagonal-up and the diagonal-down cases simultaneously, both patterns are
the down-quark mass matrix, respectively. The standard representation for the two-zero diagonal pattern, in Table I , is
where its diagonalizing matrix U q satisfies the following relation
with the diagonal quark mass matrix D q containing the quark mass eigenvalues |λ iq |. The invariant matrix operators "det" and "trace" applied on (3.2), gives us
3)
The expression (3.5) must be a real number, and because only one λ iq eigenvalue is assumed negative (Eq. (2.11)), we have that
that together with (3.4) and the hierarchy (2.10) we find that only a possibility is allowed
According to (A9), and assuming γ q = 0 in (A1), we have the diagonalizing matrix for (3.1) 
where α q is given in (3.3).
The diagonal-down basis
Performing a WB transformation for the diagonaldown basis (2.8b), using this time the unitary matrix given in (3.8) with q = d, i.e., U d , we have
where (3.2) was used. According to (3.6) and (3.7), in this case we have
The computation is facilited defining the following new variables for the phases introduced in (3.8) With the former definitions and using data from the CKM mixing matrix V in (2.5), the matrix entries of M ′ u in (3.10), become hypersurfaces for the set of points (x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ) in R 4 for each case to be considered: λ 1u = −m u or λ 2u = −m c or λ 3u = −m t . The analysis of these hypersurfaces, by considering conditions (3.13), shows that only the entries (1,2) and (1,3) of M which gives the exact CKM matrix (2.5): U † u U d = V . A complete analysis for this last case was already made in paper [16] .
We must say that we have taken into account all possibilities, but at most five-zero textures were found. As a result, textures with six zeros are not realistic models. Additionally, for the diagonal-up basis (2.8a) no five-zero textures were found. Similarly, for the one-zero diagonal pattern case (Table I) , no solutions with five-zeros were found.
IV. ANALYTICAL FIVE-ZERO TEXTURE NON-FRITZSCH-LIKE QUARK MASS MATRIX
It is well known that certain relationship exists between the quark mass matrices and the CKM mixing angles and CP violating phase, so an analytical study unraveling the deeper aspects of flavor physics must be done. For our case, the numerical five-zero textures for quark mass matrices given in Eqs. (3.14) and (3.16) are viable models according with the latest low energy data. Thus, let us consider the following analytical five-zero textures model
where all the phases are reduced to those included in P = diag(e −iφ ξu , e −iφ βu , 1) (with φ βu ≡ arg(β u ) and φ ξu ≡ arg(ξ u )) which was achieved by making a WB transformation, in such a way that the phases for M d are not necessary to be considered. So we have nine free parameters, to reproduce ten physical quantities: 6 quark masses and 3 mixing angles and 1 phase from the CKM matrix, which implies physical relationships between the quark masses and/or mixings. The five-zero texture (4.1) is a non-Fritzsch-like due to their zero patterns do not fit with those zero textures proposed by Fritzsch in (1.4) .
Making the permutation P2 = [(1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0)], the matrix M u in (4.1), can be written as
such that the permuted matrix has the same structure of (A1) with q = u. Thus, considering the case
, and λ 3u = m t , we have from (A3) through (A5) that
and using (A6), we obtain
According to (4.2) and (A9), an approach to diagonalizing M u is the unitary matrix U u (→ P † P 2 U u ), giving by 5) where the hierarchy established in (2.10) and Eq. (4.4) were considered. The phases x and y are not included because we are only interested in magnitudes.
Taking into account (3.3) through (3.8) for the down mass matrix M d case (q = d) in (4.1), we have that
And the unitary matrix U d , which diagonalizes M d , ac-cording to (3.7) and (3.8) for q = d is given by the approach
where the hierarchy (2.10) was considered and the phases x and y be omitted. Now, we can easily find the CKM matrix V = U † u U d . In particular, using the matrix form (4.5) and (4.7) for U u , U d respectively, can survive current experimental tests. To leading order, we obtain. 
where α u ≪ m t was assumed. Hence, α u is an apparently free parameter that must be adjusted to give physical quantities. Note that if α u ≫ m c then
mc , but we shall consider α u m c in order to fit experimental data. Also, as you can observe the famous Gatto-SartoriTonin (GST) relation sin θ 12 ≈ m d /m s is maintained [14] .
It is obvious that Eqs. (4.8a), (4.8b), (4.8c) and (4.8g) are consistent with the previous results [12, 15, 33] . A good fit of Eqs. (4.8) and the CKM to the experimental data suggests αu = 5539.2302 MeV, φ βu = 0.214008, φ ξu = 2.044543, (4.9) which does not differ from the values given in [12, 15, 33] for φ 1 ≈ −π/2 ∼ (φ βu − φ ξu ), which it is an important contribution term for CP-violation in the context of present mass matrices, and φ 2 ≈ π/15 ∼ φ βu → 0.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have made a complete survey of zero textures in general quark mass matrices based on the completeness of the WB transformation [16, 18] . We are being able to reproduce all possible zero textures, by starting from specific quark mass matrices bases, like (2.8a) or (2.8b). In that way, we just find only two different numerical fivezero texture patterns: they are the matrices bases (3.14) and (3.16) , which gives precise quark masses, CKM mixing angles, and the Jarlskog quantity, at 1σ confidence level (C.L.). We must stress that only these zero patterns are possible, including their permutations, in the twozero diagonal pattern, something indicated in Table I . A standard five-zero texture basis for this viable model is giving in (4.1). It has nine free parameters to reproduce ten physical quantities: 6 quark masses, 3 mixing angles and 1 phase from the CKM matrix, which implies physical relationships between the quark masses and/or mixings, summarized in the approach relations (4.8), which have not been studied before; though, their structures are not so simple as presented by Fritzsch according to (1.4); and they depend from a parameter α u . However, the GST relation is maintained, and an important contribution for CP violation is still presented in the context of the model. Additionally, our five-zero texture model is a non-Fritzsch like quark mass matrices, because it does not have the same zero texture distribution as given in (1.4).
A recent aspect being claimed by some authors is about the viability of the five-zero texture models. According to these authors the five-zero texture models have a limited viability into the Fritzsch-like model context, and as a result they recommend working only four-zero texture models [8, 19, 22, [26] [27] [28] . However, there have been many five-zero textures proposed by other authors [6, 8, 22, 23, 25] , although most of them are like-Fritzsch zero textures, so they do not coincide with that configuration obtained by me in Eq. (4.1). In that sense we have found new five-zero texture non-Fritzsch like quark mass matrices which are viable models reproducing experimental data. Even further, our models are the unique viable models that can accommodate data at 1σ C.L.
where γ q and α q are real numbers because of the hemiticity of M q . The mass matrix M q can be diagonalized by using the transformation
where λ iq (i = 1, 2, 3) are defined in (2.9). Note that γ q , |β q | and |ξ q | can be expressed in terms of λ iq and α q , by using the invariant matrix functions, trM q , trM 2 q and det M q as follows
The Eqs. (A3) through (A5) are real numbers, because of that, the parameter α q must lie within an interval. Let us see the different possibilities.
• If λ 1q < 0, λ 2q > 0 and λ 3q > 0 then |λ 2q | < α q < |λ 3q |.
• If λ 1q > 0, λ 2q < 0 and λ 3q > 0 then |λ 1q | < α q < |λ 3q |.
• If λ 1q > 0, λ 2q > 0 and λ 3q < 0 then |λ 1q | < α q < |λ 2q |.
In the analysis, the hierarchy (2.10) was taken into account, and only a negative eigenvalue was considered according to the justification given in Sect. II C. The exact analytical result for the diagonalizing matrix U q given in (A2) is [12, 16, 33] 
where we have added phases to make compatible the generated CKM matrix with the chosen convention (2.2), somethig justified in [17] . The phase in third column is not necessary to be included because it can be absorbed into the remaining phases.
